Don's Grand Adventure

By: Benedict Joseph Pinta
This is Jax. He is 9 and loves adventures.

This is Don. He is Jax’s teddy bear and loves to travel.

They are going on a trip to see Jax’s Grandma. She lives in the forest.
On the way to Grandma’s house Jax and Don stop for snacks. Jax puts Don in the bag of snacks to keep him safe, but there is a hole in the bag and Don slips out. Jax does not notice and leaves Don behind.
Don is alone and scared on the side walk. He wants to find his friend. Don must go on an adventure to find Jax and Grandma’s house!
Don gets up and starts to walk into the tall grass by the sidewalk.
In the grass Don meets a mouse. He asks for directions to Grandma's house.
The mouse does not know and sends him to find Cubbie the baby bear in the forest.
Don walks through the grass into the forest. There he finds Cubbie and asks the cub for directions to Grandma's house. The cub does not know and sends him to find Robin the bird in the big Oak tree.
Don finds the big oak tree and climbs up to Robin’s Nest.
He asks Robin for directions to Grandma’s house. Robin says she can fly him there instead.
  Robin grabs Don’s shoulders and tries to lift him, but he is too heavy.
  Instead she tells him a rhyme to help him remember the way to Grandma’s house.

Flower, Tower, Shower, Hour.
So off Don goes to find Grandma’s house. Past the red flowers, around the turtle tower, through the waterfall showers, by the clock that tells the hour he found the path to Grandma’s house and there was Jax happy to see Don had made it to Grandma’s house too.